Our Ethos

About Us.
“It sounds a bit of a strong claim, but it’s true. We
really go that extra mile to make sure our solutions
are the right ones for you, after all getting the best
answers to the right questions is our ethos. We
listen to you, understand your ambitions to help us
to make sure that we do the best for you and your
business.
We cover all of the bases. Accountancy, Audit and
Taxation, as well as Corporate Finance are the major
strings to our bow. We have the skills and expertise
to do the basics as well as advise and propose
things that might be just that little bit different. So if
you are in the market and looking for more than a
standard accountancy service then give us a call and
we’ll chat through how we can make a difference to
you.”
One client summed us up by saying; “Bennett Brooks have been our accountants
for over 10 years. During that time they have been highly proactive and genuinely
involved in how our business has grown – we have trebled in size since taking
them on. They are our sounding board, our first port of call for advice, a quiver of
expertise available at the end of a phone. They also produce our accounts - but
that isn’t why we value them.”

A comprehensive service.
You may wonder why you need to engage an industry specialist to
provide your accountancy services, and the simple answer is that you
don’t….
…but we know that combined with our competitive fees, the additional
value our experience provides, will give you and your business a
significant advantage.
It’s more than just our technical knowledge and experience, its
because each member of our team is versed in our ethos of making a
difference to our clients.
With over 350 businesses in the legal sector already seeking our
advice, feedback and referrals are a key part of our success. We listen
to you and understand your ambitions in order to make sure that we
do the best for you and your business.
Our legal sector specialisms:
Accountancy & Taxation Services
Corporate Restructuring & Financial Planning
Forensic Services & Litigation Support
Regulatory Compliance & Quality Assurance Services
Probate Services

Every business is only as good as the people who
work there. It’s all well and good having a customer
first philosophy, but if the team is not fully committed
to the ethos it won’t work for you. We genuinely
believe that the continual stream of business
recommendations and testimonials we constantly
receive, prove that we get it right.
Here, at Bennett Brooks we’re really fortunate, the
key players at each of our offices have become
totally immersed in the business and they are people
you can depend on. No matter what help or advice
you’re looking for, all you need to do is call us and we
will put you in touch with the individual or indeed the
team that can help. We believe we have become a
formidable team. Working across all offices our skills
in both management and our individual specialist
areas have made us the force we are today. There is
little our people haven’t come across and dealt with
both efficient enthusiasm and ability.
Call us today on 0845 330 3200 for more
information.

